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Degree theory is used to establish sufficient conditions for the existence of 
a non-trivial periodic solution of the vector differential equation f(D)x + 
BMg(D)x = 0, which generalises the feedback control equation. These con- 
ditions require that the matrix Al should satisfy two elliptic baII criteria, one of 
which is relevant near the origin of the phase space and the other near tbe 
point at infinity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns the real vector differential equation 
f(D)x + BM[t, x]g(D)x = 0, 0) 
in which x is an nz-vector, D is the operator dldt and f(D)> B, M[t, ~1, g(D) 
are matrices which will be defined in 0 2. When rewritten in canonical form, 
(1) becomes a system of order mn. The elements of the Y x s matr& M[t, X] 
are functions of the variables t, X, Ds: ,..., ;u”-l~. All these functions are assumed 
to be periodic in the first variable t, with period 7. In presenting our results 
we make essential use of a set B’, and a class of sets called closed elliptic balls, 
which wilI be defined in § 2. They are subsets of CrXs which is the space of all 
complex Y x s matrices. These sets have already been used in [S] to general&e 
some well-known results on the existence of T-periodic solutions of ordinary 
dif-fercntial equations. But the present paper can be understood without reading 
[S], though certain of its results wiII be quoted. In particuIar, it was shown 
in [S, Theorem 1] that if there exists a closed elliptic bail -0 in the space @TX~ 
such that 
then the only T-periodic solution of (1) is the trivial solution x z 0. 
The present paper aims to provide conditions on M[t, z] which are sufi?cient 
For the existence of at least one non-trivial +r-periodic solution X(t) of (1) in 
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addition to the trivial solution x = 0. The basic result (Theorem 1) requires 
M[t, X] to satisfy two elliptic ball criteria similar to (2), one of which is relevant 
near the origin of the phase space and the other near the point at infinity. 
The existence of the non-trivial periodic solution is proved in $ 2 by a straight- 
forward application of degree theory as used in Cronin [2], Krasnosel’skii [5] 
and others. In 6 3, the basic result is improved by using a more elaborate 
argument to relax the elliptic ball criterion near the point at infinity. This 
refined result is then applied in 3 4 to the closely related equation 
in which the function $(t, y) is r-periodic in the t variable and has +(t, 0) = 0. 
Conditions on d(t, y) are obtained which are sufficient for the existence of a 
non-trivial r-periodic solution x(t) of this equation. These conditions restate 
and extend a result of Leonov [6]. 
In the special case when 1’ == s = 1, the Y x s matrix M[f, X] reduces to 
a scalar and the elliptic ball criteria of the present paper reduce to circle criteria 
in the complex plane. These are particularly easy to use in practice. 
2. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF A BASIC RESULT 
Let iWrxs denote the space of all Y x s matrices with real elements. Suppose 
that in (l), the unknown .v(t) takes its values in R”, t is a real variable, B is a 
constant matrix in R?X+ and 
f@) = jil + fiz + ‘.. + fn.Zn, g(x) = go + g,z + -.. + g,-lz”-l, (3) 
where gr, ,..., g,-, are constant matrices in [WsXYn and f. ,..., fil are constant 
matrices in EPX” with detfa f  0. Let M(t, A’) be a continuous function from 
R x Iw”‘” into [w’“” which has the periodic property M(t + 7, A’) = M(t, X). 
The matrix M[t, X] in (1) is assumed to have been obtained from such a function 
M(t, X) by substituting the special ma-vector X = col(,?c, Dx,..., P-ix). To 
ensure that the solutions of (1) vary continuously with their initial values, 
we also suppose that M(t, A’) satisfies a local Lipschitz condition in X at all 
points (t, X) in IR X R n’n. This set of assumptions about (1) will be referred 
to as hypotheses (H,). 
Let the T-resonance set B’, of (1) be the subset of P’~s defined as follows: 
9PT = {KE UPS: det[f(2&/7) + BKg(2Gv/T)] = 0 for some integer v}. (4) 
When K E Crx”, we can define its spectral norm 1 K 1 to be the square root of 
the largest eigenvalue of the matrix K*K, where K* denotes the complex 
conjugate of the transpose of K. For this norm, 1 K* 1 = j K 1. In the special 
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case when K is a row or column vector, the spectral norm / K / reduces to the 
euciidean norm of the vector K. Given any matrix C in Crx” and any invertible 
matrices, L, , L, in PXr, 6ZsXs, respectively, define 9(L, , L, , C) to be the set 
of all matrices K in PX.* for which the spectral norm (L,(K - C)L, j < I. 
Such a set 9(L, , L, , C) will be called a closed elliptic ball in QZrxs with centre 
at C. The following result is established first because its proof exhibits the 
basic ideas without complications: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (1) satisfies hypotheses (Et,). Tlzm (1) Izns at 
least one nom-trizial r-periodic solution x(t) provided that there exist positiE<e 
constants p, 6 and closed elliptic balls Sz, !2’ in crXd with the folEozLing propesties: 
(HZ) M(t, X) EQ~OS a.0 (t, X) with j X i > p; 
(Ha) M(r, X) E Q’ for all (t, X) with i X , < 8; 
(H,) @Zrxs - d, 3 Q, Q-ys - g,3 Q’; 
(H,) tJzere exist Q in A2 IT RrXS and Q’ ilz S2’ n iRrXs such that 
0 > [det(f(O) + BQg(Wl d4f@) + BQ’dW. 
Here,. a T-periodic solution is called non-trivial if it is not the trivial solution 
x 1% 0. In the special case when r = s == 1, the space Crxs reduces to the complex 
plane and the closed elliptic balls are the closed circular discs in this plane. 
In this case, (Ha), (Ha), (H,) hold if 
p < qt, X) 6 q for all (t, X) with 1 S ! > p, i 
p’ < Aqt, X) < q’ for all (t, X) with / X / < 8,) (5) 
where p, q, p’, q’ are any real constants such that none of the points of 3’, lie 
in the closed circular discs 8, fz’ which have as diameters the intervals [p, qJ, 
[p’, q’] of the real axis. I f  r - s = 1 and detf(z) + 0 then g(a)J(z)-1 is a 
row m-vector, B is a column zzz-vector and K is a scalar. Since det(1+ BV j =;L 
1 +- VB for every row m-vector L’, the substitution I’ =~ Kg(x)f(x)-r leads 
to the identity 
det(f(x) + BKg(z)) = (1 -+ Kx(x)) det f(z), W 
where X(Z) = g(z)f(z)-lB is known to control engineers as the transfer function 
of (1). From this it follows that if I’ = s = 1 and detf(2+!T) + 0 for aii 
integers v  then the set Bi, defined by (4) is the sequence of points -x(~&J/T)-~, 
(LJ = 0, 51, &2,...) in the complex plane. It also follows from (6) that hypothesis 
(Hj) holds provided that the intervals [p, 41, (p’, $1 in (5) lie on opposite 
sides of the point -x(0)-r on the real axis (that is, if either 4 < -x(0)--l < p’ 
or q’ <: -x(0)-l < p). When this is so, (5) is a circle criterion for the existence 
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of a non-trivial r-periodic solution of (1) which is analogous to the well-known 
circle criterion for stability used by control engineers (see [lo, p. 2181). 
This special case r = s = 1 is not the only case in which Theorem 1 is 
easy to apply in practice. In cases when s > 1 = Y, applications of Theorem 1 
are easily made with the help of results proved in [9] concerning elliptic balls 
which avoid a Nyquist set. These results are relevant because the Nyquist 
set includes .BT and therefore balls Q, 0’ which avoid the Nyquist set must 
satisfy (HJ. 
All the proofs in the present paper make use of the real function &(~) which 
is defined for each real z > 0 as follows: 
1 
0 when f  < o(, 
I,&(() = * - $ cos[n-(( - a)/a] when 01 < 5 < 24 
i 
(7) 
, 1 when 201 < 4. 
This definition ensures that 0 < Z,&(E) < 1 and that d&(~)/@ is continuous 
for all real 6. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Using (3), we can write 
f(D) i BM(t, X)g(D) = a, + a,D + ... + a,D”, 
where a, ,..., a,-, are functions of t, X and a, =fn is a constant invertible 
matrix. Clearly, a0 =: f(0) + BM(t, X) g(0). I f  I denotes unit nz x m matrix 
then the ?nn x nzn matrix 
t 
0 I 0 . . . 0 
0 0 I . . . 0 
A@, X) = . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 . . . I 
- a$xo - a’ilal -aila *a- -1 --a, a,-, 
is called the block companion matrix of f(D) + BM(t, X)g(D). Expanding 
det A(t, X) down its first column, by Laplace’s theorem, we get 
(-1)“” det d(t, X) = det a,%,, = detf;;‘(f(O) f  BM(t, X)g(O)). (8) 
Equation (1) is equivalent to the first order equation 
DX = A(t, X)X, (9) 
with X = col(x, Dx,..., Dn-lx). Since (Ha) implies that the continuous function 
lkf(t, X) is bounded, there exists a constant c > ! r2(t, X)1 for all (t, x) in 
R x’ KY. Waiewski’s inequality (see [7, p. 4421) shows that every solution 
X(t) of (9) satisfies 
I X(O)l e-et ,( I -y(t)1 ,( I X(O)1 eC$, 
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for all t > 0. Define the period translation operator T: R”” --f Iw”” by T(Y) = 
X(7, Y), where X(t, Y) denotes the solution of (9) having initial value 
X(0, Y) = Y. Hypotheses (H,) ensure that T(Y) is continuous. Also, X(t, YO) 
is a T-periodic solution of (9) if and only if T(Y,) = Y. . Let Z, Z’ be any 
two spheres in EP”‘” with centres at the origin and radii cr, G’ satisfying 0 < 
G’ < (T. To establish the existence of a non-trivial r-periodic solution of (l), 
it is sufficient to find a fixed point Y, of T(Y) in the region between the spheres 
2, F. The existence of such a fixed point can be deduced from the index 
theorem (see [3, p. 2391) if we show that T(Y) has no fixed points on these 
spheres and the Brouwer degrees of the mapping Y - T(Y) satisfy 
d[Y - T(Y); 2: 0] f d[Y - T(Y); -ii’, O]. (11) 
These degrees can be computed by the following lemmas in which Q, Q’ are 
the matrices given by (H5): 
LEMMA 1. d[Y - T(Y); E, O] = sign detf;‘(f(O) + BQg(0)) if0 > 2pcc7. 
LEMMA 2. d[Y - T(Y); 27, 0] = sign detfp’(f(0) + BQ’g(0)) ifa’ < $%-c7V 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, it only remains to verify these lemmas 
because then (11) follows at once from (Ha) and the existence of a non-trivial 
?--periodic solution of (1) is established. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Consider the modified equation 
f(D)x + BM,,[t, x] g(D)x = 0 
in which X is a parameter in the interval 0 < h < 1 and 
where Q, p are given by (HJ, (Ha) and 4,,(c) is the real function defined by (7). 
Clearly ,%fA(t, X) E Sz when / X j < p because then #,(I X /) = 0 and Q E G 
by (HJ. Since 0 < $,(I X i) < 1, we also have &t,(t, Xj E G when / S 1 3 p- 
because Sz is a convex set which contains both Q and M(t, X) by (Hs). This 
and (HJ show that 
(CrXs - %“, 3 !Z 1 Range MA(t, X). (14) 
Since this is of the form (2) the only -r-periodic solution of (12) is the trivial 
solution x = 0, by [S, Theorem 11. Rewrite (12) as the first order equation 
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in which the mn. x mn matrix A,(t, X) is the block companion matrix of the 
polynomial f(o) + sA&(t, X)g(D). D e ne fi the period translation operator 
Th: IFB”” - RF” by T,(Y) = X(T, Y, A), where X(t, Y, A) denotes the solution 
of (15) having initial value X(0, Y, A) = Y. Since the trivial solution is the 
only T-periodic solution of (12), the same is true of (15) and therefore T,(Y) + Y 
for all Y f  0. The degree d[Y - T,(Y); 2, 0] therefore exists. By the homotopy 
theorem (see [3, p. 2371) this degree is constant for 0 < A < 1 because T,(Y) 
is a continuous function of (Y, A) throughout R”” x [0, I]. Hence 
d[Y - T,(Y); Z, 0] = d[Y - T,(Y); Z’, 01. (16) 
Since (13) gives M,,(t, X) = Q, the matrix A!,,(t, X) is constant and therefore 
T,(I’) = (exp rA,)Y is a linear mapping. Because the only fixed point of 
T,(Y) is at the origin, d[Y - T,,(Y); 2, 0] is equal to the index of I’ - T,,(Y) 
at the origin. Using [3, Lemma 51 to compute this index, we get 
d[Y - T,,(Y); Z’, 0] = sign det(l - exp ~11~) = (-I)+‘, (17) 
where y  is the number of positive real eigenvalues of A, . Since any complex 
eigenvalues of A, occur in conjugate pairs, the sign of det A, is (- l)mn-?‘. 
Because A, is the block companion matrix of the polynomial f(o) + BQg(D), 
it follows as in (8) that 
sign detf;‘(f(O) + BQg(0)) = sign[(-lpPz det A,] = (-1)‘. 
This, (17) and (16) give 
d[Y - T,(Y); 2, 0] = sign detf;‘(f(O) + BQg(0)). w 
If / X 1 > 2p then (7) gives #,(I X 1) = 1 and (13) gives M1(t, X) = M(t, X). 
Hence A,(t, X) = A(t, X) when j X / > 2p. I f  1 Y / > 2pecT then the solution 
X(t, Y) of (9) has 1 X(t, Y)I > 2p for 0 < t ,< T, by (10). Therefore X(t, Y) 
also satisfies DX = A,(t, x)X h w en 0 < t < 7, from which it follows that 
Tl( Y) = T(Y) when / Y / > 2pec7. This and (18) establish Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Now consider the modified equation 
f (D)s + BM;[t, x] g(D)x = 0, (19) 
in which h is a parameter satisfying 0 < h < 1 and 
hf;(t, X) = Q’ + (M(t, X) - Q’)[l - #&1 x ])]A, (20) 
where Q’, S are given by (H5), (Hz) and 4&t) is the real function defined 
by (7). ‘If j X / > 6 then $J~~~(/ X I) = 1 and Ml(t, X) = Q’ E B’ by (H5). 
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Also, M;(t, X) E Q’ when ) X / < 6 because then the convex set Q contains 
both Q’ and M(t, X) by (H3). This and (H,) show that 
C’“” - g’, 3 Q’ r> Range Mi(t, X). 
Since this is of the form (2), it follows that x = 0 is the only T-periodic solution 
of (19). Rewrite (19) as the first order equation 
in which the Ann >; mn matrix A;(t, X) is the block companion matrix of the 
polynomial f(o) + BMi(t, X)g(D). D fi e ne the period translation operator 
T;: FP” --+ 5Pz by T;(F) = X(7, I’, A), where X((t, Y, A) denotes the solution 
of (21) having initial value X(0, Y, A) = Y. Since X = 0 is the only T-periodic 
solution of (21), the point Y = 0 is the only fixed point of Tl(I’). The degree 
d[Y - T;(Y); .Z“, 0] therefore exists and is constant for 0 < h < 1. Hence, 
d[Y - T;(Y); .E’, 0] = d[l’ - T;(Y); -r’, O]. 
From this it follows, by the argument which deduced (18) from (16), that 
d[ Y - T;(U); Z’, 0] = sign det f;l(f(O) + BQ’g(0)). w 
I f  1 X 1 < S/2 then (7) gives z/s/& X 1) = 0 and (20) gives Mi(t, X) = M(t, X). 
Hence, Ai(t, X) = d(r, X) when j X j < 6/2. This and (10) show that the 
solution X(t, Y) of (9) 1 a so satisfies D-X = A;(t) X)X in 0 ,< t < T, provided 
that its initial value Y satisfies 1 Y / < @e-CT. Hence, T;(Y) = T(Y) when 
j I’ 1 < +6e+. This and (22) establish Lemma 2. The proof of Theorem 1 
is now complete. 
3. A REFINED VERSION 
Hypothesis (I!&) was chosen to avoid complications in the proof of Theorem I 
But, in practice, it can be a restrictive hypothesis which excludes some interesting 
applications. We now prove a more useful result as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (1) satis$es hypotheses (HI) and that M(t, X) 
is bounded in R x RP. Then (1) h as at least one non-trivial r-periodic solution 
provided that there exist closed elliptic balls Q, 9’ in C“X’ and a positive constant 
p which satisfy (H4), (HJ and the following tzuo hypotheses: 
(H,) 52’ r) Range M(t, 0); 
(H7) Al(t, X) E Q for aM (t, X) with j GX / > p, &ere G = (g,, ,..., gfi-J 
is the s x mn matrix whose blocks g,, ,...,gnPl are given by (3). 
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Here, (HJ is a simplified version of (H,). Also, (H,) is a relaxed version 
of (H,). The condition ) GX ) > p in (H,) has GX = g(D)s when X = 
col(x, Dx, . . . , Dn-1x). This makes it convenient for the application considered 
in 4 4. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is established by modifying the proof 
of Theorem 1 where necessary. We first show that (Hs) can be replaced by 
(Ha). If sz’ in (H6) is the elliptic ball Sf(L; , Lk , C’) and 0 < 7 < 1 then sz” = 
gg(vLi, TL~, C’) is a concentric expanded elliptic ball which has 9’ in its 
interior. Since @rxs - 9?‘, is an open set and Q’ is closed, (HJ gives Q” C 
c:rxs _ g provided that 7 is sufficiently close to 1. The uniform continuity 
theorem tidn gives S(q) > 0 such that M(t, X) E Q’ for all (t, X) with ( X j < 
S(v) and 0 < t < 7. Here, the restriction 0 < t < 7 can be ignored because 
M(t, X) is r-periodic in t. We conclude that if Q’ in (HJ is replaced by a slightly 
larger ball Q” then (HJ and (Ha) both hold. Everything in the proof of Theorem 1 
is now valid, except that in the proof of Lemma 1, (14) cannot be deduced 
from the relaxed hypothesis (H,). Since (14) was only used to prove (16), this 
difficulty can be avoided by deducing (16) instead from the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3. There exists a constant k, independent of A, such that ezwy r-puiodic 
soEution x(t) of (12) satisjes 
/ x(t)/” + 1 Dx(t)l” + 1 D%(t)l” + ... + 1 Dn-1x(t)j2 < k. (23) 
Lemma 3 implies that / 1’s 1 < k for every fixed point 16 of the mapping 
T,(Y) defined in the proof of Lemma 1. From this it follows that the degree 
d[Y - T,(Y); Z, 0] exists and is constant for 0 ,( h ,( I, provided that the 
sphere 2 has radius o > k. This establishes (16) and makes valid the proof 
of Lemma 1, provided that o > max(k, 2peTC). To complete the proof of 
Theorem 2, it only remains to establish Lemma 3. 
Boof of Lemma 3. Suppose that Q in (H,) is the elliptic ball g(L, , L2 , C). 
Then the matrices L, , L, , C can be used to rewrite (12) in the form 
f(D)x + 2WJ2[t, x] g(D)x = 0, (24) 
where f(D) = f (D) + Kg(D), B = BL;l, g(D) = L;‘g(D) and 
ruz(t, X) = L&&(t, Jr) - C)L, . (25) 
The definition B(L, , L, , C) ensures that 1 !JR(t, X)1 < 1 when MA(t, X) E Q. 
Also, (H4) gives @rXs - B!‘, 3 SF(L, , L, , C). From this, it is deduced in 
[S, Eq. (15)] that 
1 > p = sup I g(2rriv/T) f(2tiv/~)-19J I, (26) 
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where this supremum is taken over all integers V. Now define 
where G is the matrix defined in (H,) and the real function #,,(c) is defined 
by (7) with 01 = p. This makes IV(t, X) = 0 when j GX j < p. When j GX j > p, 
(H,) gives fIg(t, X) E 9, (13) gives MA(t, X) EL?, (25) gives ) 9II(t, X)1 < 1, (27) 
gives 1 LV(t, X)[ < 1. That is 
1 3 I q4 x>l throughout R x Rnl”. (28) 
ru’ow rewrite (24) as 
f(D)x + 23Iv[t, x] g(D)%- = %p[t, x], (2% 
where&t, A] = (LV[t, x] - ‘$I[t, $1) g(D)x. Clearlyp[t, x] = 0 when j g(D)x j 3 
2p because then (27) gives w[t, $1 = !V2[t, x]. From this, it follows that p[t, x] 
is a bounded function. Indeed, if h is an upper bound of / M(t, x)1 in R i< 1w”‘” 
then (13) (25) (27) give 
/ prt, XII < IL, I IL2 I (h + I Q I + I c I) IL,’ ! 70. (30) 
Since (24), (29) are rewritten versions of (12), any T-periodic solution x(t) 
of (12) is also a solution of (29). I f  x is any T-periodic solution of (29) and 
u = pp, x] - W[t, XJ g(D)‘% (31) 
then u(t) is a continuous T-periodic function satisfying !B3u = f(D)x. If  the 
Fourier series of u(t) is C uyeiuflt, with /3 = 27~17, then the relation 23~ = f(D)% 
implies that the Fourier series of x(t) is C f(z$3-~?&q,e~v~t. Furthermore, 
D&(t) = 2 (ivp)j f(ivp)-l L%,,Pt, (32j 
for j = 0, I,..., n - 1, because every differentiable function is equal to the sum 
of its Fourier series. Parseval’s theorem gives 
where jj u ]/ denotes the L” norm of the continuous T-periodic vector-valued 
function u(t). From (31) and (28) we get 
I! u il G II P II + II W, 4 gP).r: /I < II P II + II g(& II 
From (32}, g(D)x = C g(i$) f(i$-l&zyeiV~t. This and (26) give 
(33) 
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Substitute this in (33) to get /j u jj < lip 11 + p 11 zl /I < f’ + p 11 u 11, where r-is 
the constant on the right-hand side of (30). This leads to the inequality /I u /j < 
(1 - y)-IT because (26) g ives p < 1. Now apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
to (32) to get 
for j = 0, l,..., 11 - 1, where kj = C I($>j f(i$-ld 12. This series for I$ is 
convergent because / f(zi&1 1 = O(/ v  I-“) as 1 Y 1 - co. Since the constants 
4, PL, r do not involve ,I, (34) implies (23). This establishes Lemma 3 and 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
4. A RELATED EQUATION 
Now consider the vector feedback control equation 
f(D)x + Bys(t, g(D)x) = 0 (35) 
in which it is assumed that f(D), B, g(D) h ave all the properties listed in (H,) 
and that $(t, y) is a continuous function from Iw x Iw” into if?? such that $(t, 0) = 0 
and +(t + 7, y) = 4(t, y) for all (t, y). Suppose also that the I’ x s Jacobian 
matrix j(t, y) = &$(t,y)/$ exists and is continuous throughout aB x [w”. This 
set of assumptions about (35) will be referred to as hypotheses (Hs). The set 
B7 defined by (4) will also be called the T-resonance set of (35). The assumption 
$(t, 0) = 0 ensures that (35) has the trivial solution x = 0. The following 
theorem gives sufficient conditions for (35) to h ave a T-periodic solution n(t) 
which is not the trivial solution x = 0: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that (35) satis$es hypotheses (H,). Then (35) has at 
least one non-trivial r-periodic solution x(t) provided that there exist closed elliptic 
balls Q, S2’ in UZrxs zr,hich satisfy (Ha), (Hs) and the following thr-ee hypotheses: 
(H,) Q 1 Range j((t, 0); 
(H,,) J2 = 9?(L, , L, , C), where L, , L, , C have all their elements real; 
(H,,) 1 L;‘y ( 3 1 L,(+(t, y) - Cy)l for all (t, y) with ! y  ! > p, zuhere p is 
some positive constant. 
This theorem restates and extends a result of Leonov [6, Theorem 21 con- 
cerning a special case for which the matrix J(t, 0) is constant. The relation 
between Leonov’s frequency domain conditions and the elliptic ball conditions 
of the present paper has already been discussed in [8, @ 4, 51. When s = 1, the 
s x s matrix L, and the s-vector y  both reduce to scalars and the inequality 
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of (H,,) can then be rewritten as 1 > j L,( r-l&t, y) - C)L, 1. This shows 
that, in the special case s = 1, we can rewrite (H,,) as follows: 
y-q4 yj E fJ for all (t, y) with j y  j > p. (36) 
In the special case when Y = s = 1, the elliptic balls in QZrXs reduce to circular 
discs in the complex plane. In this case, (H,), (H,), (H,,) and (H,,) all hold if 
where p’, p’, p, 4 are any real constants such that none of the points of W, lie 
in the closed circular discs Q, Q’ which have as diameters the intervals [p, q], 
[p’, 4’1 of the real axis. It was deduced from (6) that if detf(2rivlr) + 0 for 
all integers v  then the set %T is the sequence of points -x(2+%-r, (V = 0, 
&I, A&...), in the complex plane, where x(a) = s(z)f(z)-1-R. Also (H,) holds 
if the intervals [p, 41, [p’, 4’1 in (37) I’ re on opposite sides of the point -x(0)-r 
on the real axis. 
A speciai case of (35) with r = s = RZ = 1 is the scalar equation 
in which$(t, X) is a continuous real function having @/ik continuous, +(t, 0) = 0 
and $(t T 7, X) = $(t, mj. Since this equation hasf(D) = Da, 3 = 1, g(D) = 1) 
it does not satisfy the assumption detf(2+/Tj + 0 for all V. However, (4) 
shows that the set %“, for this equation is the sequence of points @V/T)“, 
(V = 0, *l,...) on the real axis. Also, (H5) is satisfied by (38) provided that 
the intervals [p, q], [p’, q’] in (37) 1 ie on opposite sides of the origin (that is, 
if either 4 < 0 < p’ or q’ < 0 < p). When this is so, (37) gives sufficient 
conditions for (38) to have a non-trivial 1--periodic solution. Leonov [6, ex. 3] 
obtained sufficient conditions for (38) to have a non-trivial T-periodic solution 
which are equivalent to the restricted form of (37) having q < 0 < p’ = 9’. 
Also, Jacobowitz [4] and Butler [I] gave sufficient conditions for (38) to have 
non-trivial T-periodic solutions. But these have no overlap with the present 
results because they involve an assumption of the form x-r&t, X) -> + IX) 
asIr/--t,m. 
Proof of Tlzeorefn 3. To rewrite (35j in the form (1) it is sufficient to find 
a real Y  >: s matrix Al(t, y) such that +(t, y) = M(t, y)y throughout iw x W”. 
Theorem 3 can then be deduced from Theorem 2 provided that M(t, y) is 
bounded in R x IRS and M(t, Gx) satisfies (H6) and (H,). Since +(t, Oj = 0, 
we can -write 
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where the r x s matrix M,,(t, y) = s: J(t, 6~) d6 is continuous throughout 
R! x FP and has &J-,(t, 0) = J(t, 0). It is proved in [S, Lemma 21 that if $(t, y) 
satisfies (NJ then $(t, y) =, Mr(t, y) y, where MI(t, y) is a real I’ x s matrix 
which is continuous and has Mr(t, y) E D for all (t, y) with 1 y  / > p. Now 
define 
where 4,(E) is the real function defined by (7) with 01 = p. Since 4,(p) = 0, 
this definition ensures that M(t, y) is continuous throughout R x UP. It also 
ensures that M(t, y) y  = $(t, y) throughout IR x UP because M&t, y) y  and 
MJt, y) y  are both equal to +(t, y). When 1 y  1 > 2p, (7) gives #,(I y  I) = 1 
and therefore M(t, y) = Mr(t, y) E 9. This shows firstly that the continuous 
function M(t, y) is bounded throughout R x UP. Secondly, it shows that 
M(t, GX) satisfies (H,) with p replaced by 2p. Since M(t, y) = M,(t, y) when 
1 y  1 < p, (H,) gives M(t, 0) = M&t, 0) = J(t, 0) E 9’. This shows that 
M(t, GX) satisfies (Ha). The hypotheses of Theorem 2 therefore hold when 
(35) is rewritten in the form (1). Theorem 3 now follows at once from Theorem 2. 
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